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Abstract

Plant phenology in the boreal and temperate climate zones is synchronised with seasonal changes in temperature and photoperiod. For deciduous trees, timing of budburst and leaf colouring define the growing season length and express adaptations to trade-offs in growth and risks. An extended growing season due to climate warming will likely increase forest productivity, however these potential benefits may be outweighed by an increase in risks such as frost damage.

In order to estimate the impact of climate change on forest phenology, the reliability of phenology models needs to be assessed. In this thesis, the ability of phenology models to capture inter-annual and spatial variation in budburst and leaf colouring were evaluated for five tree species that are important in Swedish forest management; birch, beech, oak, Norway spruce and Scots pine. Model simulations were assessed in relation to model structure, the models representation of tree physiology processes and the calibration -, temperature - and phenology data used. The novelty of the thesis is that simulations were carried out across large regions using extensive phenological datasets which consist of observations of more than 1000 trees, with up to 60 observation-years per tree.

The results indicate that the model structure influence the models sensitivity to calibration data and to temperature conditions. Spatial differences in trees response to environmental cues is not well represented in the models. The models do not consider differences in provenance-specific requirements and therefore was the accuracy of the simulations influenced by the models being tuned to the average phenological response of the calibration data. Overall, the budburst models overestimated the temperature effect. In colder regions where budburst usually occurs later, budburst was simulated to occur too late, and in warmer regions where budburst occurs earlier, budburst was simulated to occur too early. The more accurate budburst models were in general structurally simple. They considered the effect of warm spring temperatures, thereby assuming full dormancy release without considering winter conditions. Leaf colouring was better estimated by average day of leaf colouring than by the model simulations.

In conclusion, the results indicate that the models do not capture the phenology across large regions well enough to be considered reliable for climate change assessments, emphasising the lack of mechanistic understanding of phenological processes.
Sammanfattning

I den boreala och tempererade klimatzonen är växternas fenologi synkroniserad med årstidsväxlingar i temperatur och dagslängd. För lövträd påverkar tidpunkten för knoppsprickning och lövfärgning både tillväxt och risktagande. En förlängd växtsäsong till följd av ett varmare klimat innebär sannolikt högre produktivitet inom skogsbruket, men kan också leda till ökad risk för exempelvis frostskador.

För att uppskatta klimatförändringarnas effekt på skogens fenologi behövs tillförlitliga fenologimodeller. I den här avhandlingen utvärderades hur väl fenologimodeller fångar mellanårs och rumslig variation i tidpunkt för knoppsprickning och lövfärgning för fem trädarter viktiga inom svensk skogsbruk; björk, bok, ek, gran och tall. Modellsimuleringarna analyserades i relation till modellkonstruktion, modellernas representation av trädens fysiologiska processer och till den kalibrerings-, temperatur- och fenologidata som användes. För att kunna göra en bra utvärdering användes observationer från fler än 1000 träd runt om i Europa, med upp till 60 års observationer per träd.


Sammanfattningsvis indikerar resultaten att modellerna inte simulerar fenologi tillräckligt bra för att kunna anses vara tillförlitliga i klimatförändringsstudier, vilket betonar bristen på mekanistisk förståelse av fenologiska processer.
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Paper I-IV
Introduction

Phenology is the study of timing of recurring biological events, the causes of their timing with regard to biotic and abiotic forces, and the interrelation among phases of the same or different species. (Lieth, 1974)

For plants to survive in boreal and temperate regions, it is important that the annual growth cycle is synchronised with the seasonal changes in temperature and photoperiod. This thesis focuses on budburst and leaf colouring timings, adaptive traits to trade-offs in growth and risks, which approximates the onset and end of the growing season. For example, an early onset can maximise growth and give a competitive advantage over trees with a later onset, but an earlier onset increase the risk of damage by frost and insects (Keskitalo et al., 2005). Early growth cessation and leaf senescence shorten the growing season, but allow the tree to fully remobilise nutrients that are stored for use in the following spring. Late senescence prolongs the growing season but instead increases the risk for frost damage and potential leaf fall before nutrient remobilisation (Larcher, 2003).

Phenological research, past and present

Early on, people recognised the influence of weather on plant development and put the understanding into practice, e.g. in agriculture for determining sowing time. The longest existing and still ongoing phenological record is from Japan, where flowering of cherry trees have been observed and recorded for more than 1300 years. Carl von Linné is often considered the father of modern phenological studies for defining methods for compiling observations of climate and phenology. In the middle of the 18th century, Linné established the first phenological network, and since the middle of the 19th century, many networks have been established and guidelines for phenological observations have refined (Koch et al., 2009). Phenology is today widely studied and appreciated by the general public, with many volunteers recording observations that create data sets with great spatial coverage and long time-series (Sparks & Menzel, 2002).

The concept of phenology varies among researchers and develops with technical and methodological advancements. The spatial scale in phenological research varies from individuals to ecosystems, with the relation between phenology and
environmental cues varying among scales (Pau et al., 2011). The physiological cycle of individual trees is commonly observed by manual ground observations. At ecosystem level, seasonal changes in vegetation activity are usually studied using remotely sensed greenness that depends on the absorption and reflection of photosynthetically active radiation (Stöckli & Vidale, 2004) (Fig. 1). The spatial coverage of remotely sensed phenology is an advantage, but the temporal resolution is relatively low compared to manual observations, often every 8th or 16th day. In addition, the reflectance is influenced by e.g. species composition and land cover type, which can only be determined by field observations (Isaacson et al., 2012). Other monitoring methods include installed cameras, which provide daily reflectance of known vegetation, and eddy covariance measurements, which describes biochemical fluxes from soil and vegetation (Cleland et al., 2007).

![Figure 1](image_url) Satellite derived approximate day of year onset and end of the growing seasons in Sweden, year 2012 and 2013, using MODIS nadir BRDF-adjusted reflectance and plant phenology index (PPI) (Jin & Eklundh, 2014) with a threshold of 0.15 for all vegetation. Pixels classified as water and build-up area are excluded, and those covering cropland harvested at the end of the growing season are shown in blue. Images by Hongxiao Jin (pers. comm.).

**Phenological trends and patterns**

In general, phenological events occur earlier in the order; birch, beech and oak, with spring phenology of Norway spruce and Scots pine in general later than oak.
As the phenology in the boreal and temperate climate zone is strongly influenced by seasonality, spatial patterns follow that of primarily temperature, with more pronounced patterns for spring than for autumn events (Estrella & Menzel, 2006). In general, the growing season starts later from south to north, and later in more continental regions (Fig. 1). Relative to low elevation, trees at higher elevations flush later and start leaf senescence earlier and therefore is the growing season often shorter (Vitasse et al., 2009). Early plant spring events are in general more spatial variable than later occurring spring events, and early autumn events are in general less variable than later occurring autumn events. With climate warming, the spatial variation might increase since the overall trend is advancing spring events and delayed autumn events (Menzel et al., 2006).

The strong influence of temperature makes changes in phenology a good bio-indicator of climate change. The growing season of many plants in the Northern hemisphere has since the 1950’s extended, mainly due to advancing onset, but the rate of change vary among species, regions and time-periods (e.g. Ahas et al., 2002, Linderholm, 2006, Menzel et al., 2008, Menzel & Fabian, 1999, Menzel & Fabian, 2001, Parmesan, 2007, Parmesan & Yohe, 2003) (Fig. 2). Changes are in general more pronounced further north (White et al., 1999). Genetically identical clones planted in phenological gardens in Europe, flushed on average 0.2 days/year earlier and leaf senesced on average 0.16 days/year later, and the overall growing season extended by 10.8 days from 1959 to 1993 (Menzel & Fabian, 1999). However, not all trees follow the same trends, and during the same time-period some trees flushed later and leaf senesced earlier.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** Average day of budburst and leaf colouring of more than 1,000 trees in Austria, Germany and the United Kingdom (sites used in Paper IV). Between 1950 and 2012, average day of budburst advanced 3.7-5.5 days/decade and day of leaf colouring was delayed by 3.7-5.2 days/decade. Phenological events occur in general earlier in the order birch, beech and oak, with spring phenology of Norway spruce and Scots pine in general later than oak.

The response to increased temperatures differs among functional groups. The advancing trend in growing season onset is more pronounced in early flushing
species like birch, compared to later flushing species like beech and oak (Fu et al., 2012). Late flushing species are believed to be under more restraining controls, e.g. responding to temperature when days are longer, which makes them less influenced by climate warming (Fu et al., 2012, Heide, 1993a, Heide, 1993b, Körner & Basler, 2010). For flowering time in the United Kingdom, perennial, wind-pollinated and plants close to their distributional edge responded less to changes in temperature than annual, insect-pollinated and plants close to centre of their range, respectively (Fitter & Fitter, 2002).

**Climate change implications on ecosystems and forestry**

Ecosystem composition and dynamics are likely to change with climate warming; species distribution is expected to shift to higher latitudes and elevations, and since species respond to warming differently there may be species mismatches, such as between pollinators and fruiting trees (Morecroft & Paterson, 2006, Peñuelas et al., 2002). In general, due to long life- and reproductive cycles, tree species are less genetically adaptive than short-lived species (Kramer et al., 2000), and little is known about the plasticity in the response to environmental cues. An extended growing season will likely increase forest productivity and returns (Richardson et al., 2010). However, potential benefits are followed by an increase in risks such as frost damage that can kill seedlings and increase energy and water demands to repair the damage, which subsequently will influence the productivity. Despite an overall warming, extremes in frost will occur and increase the risk and severity of frost damage since frost hardiness is negatively related to growth activity (Jönsson & Bärring, 2011, Westin et al., 2000). Reduced soil frost makes trees more susceptible to wind-throw, and damage is often followed by pest infestations that may become more common in the future (Jönsson et al., 2012). Changes in phenology will influence the water balance of the forest (Richardson et al., 2010) and the biochemical feedback to the atmosphere, such as release of carbon dioxide which may contribute further to climate warming (Keenan et al., 2014, Richardson et al., 2013).

More accurate estimations of the growing season timing improves simulations of species distributions, plant-atmosphere interactions and forest productivity (e.g. Chuine & Beaubien, 2001, Ibáñez et al., 2010, Jeong et al., 2012, Migliavacca et al., 2012, Morin et al., 2007, Richardson et al., 2012). It will also improve risk assessments of insect outbreaks, storm and frost damage in forestry, and estimates on the effect of forest management strategies (Jönsson et al., 2013).
The annual growth cycle and leaf development

To sustain longer periods with unfavourable growth conditions, trees in colder regions undergo a series of biochemical adjustments before entering winter dormancy to avoid frost damage to sensitive tissues (Vegis, 1964). Processes of e.g. growth cessation and leaf senescence occur simultaneously or in sequence, with only a few visible signs, such as bud set and changes in leaf colour. Most biological processes are influenced by temperature, with highest rate of change around a temperature optimum (Larcher, 2003).

The phenological response to cues in temperature and photoperiod is not fully understood, and the response vary e.g. among species, provenances, location, time of the year and tree age (Estrella & Menzel, 2006, Hänninen & Kramer, 2007, Ununger et al., 1988, Vitasse & Basler, 2012). North European beech populations are more controlled by temperature than south European populations that are more controlled by photoperiod, as in the south, the growing season is more limited by photoperiod than by temperature (Vitasse & Basler, 2012). Growth rhythm changes with age and budburst occur in general earlier, and bud set later, in juvenile trees than in more mature trees (Ununger et al., 1988, Vitasse & Basler, 2013). The influence of other environmental factors, such as water and nutrient availability, is even less understood (Hudson, 2010).

Growth cessation and bud set

The process of growth cessation starts after summer solstice, initiated by cues in photoperiod, and ends in bud set (Fig. 3). Northern populations are in general induced by longer days than more southern populations, but there are indications that warmer autumns reduce the trees sensitivity to photoperiodic cues depend on prevailing temperatures (Rohde et al., 2011). Warm autumns imply more active growth, and growth cessation onset gets delayed when temperatures are closer to the temperature optimum (Partanen, 2004, Rohde et al., 2011). At the same time, growth cessation is accelerated by higher temperatures before and during growth cessation (Junttila et al., 2003, Kalcsits et al., 2009, Rohde et al., 2011), while short days in general lower the growth activity and accelerate growth cessation (Vegis, 1964). The level of growth activity also influences the development of frost hardiness that is negatively related to growth activity (Westin et al., 2000).

Leaf colouring

The seasonal development is less understood for autumn than for spring. Due to more active growth, warm autumns tend to delay leaf colouring for many species
in Europe and USA (Archetti et al., 2013, Cufar et al., 2012, Estrella & Menzel, 2006, Menzel et al., 2008). For some species, such as aspen, colder autumns often result in more intense leaf colouration, but the physiological process of colour change is not well understood (Keskitalo et al., 2005). Leaf senescence is also influenced by environmental conditions during spring and summer, and depending on species and location, warm spring or early summer months can either advance (Estrella & Menzel, 2006) or delay leaf colouring (Archetti et al., 2013).

Leaf senescence involves a complex interplay of hormones, many which are activated by various stressors such as drought or herbivores, which can induce shedding of the leaves (Lim et al., 2007). Trees can shed their leaves prematurely in response to drought to prevent hydraulic damage (Bréda et al., 2006), or as a defence against insects (Kikuzawa, 2004), which imply little or no nutrient remobilisation for the coming spring.

**Figure 3.** Conceptual figure of processes and stages of leaf development, starting with bud set, budburst, leaf colouring and ending with leaf abscission. Processes of growth cessation, leaf senescence and dormancy induction occur in sequence or parallel to each other. Indicated are potential day length requirements (DL) and if seasonal processes are mainly influenced by days becoming colder (T ↓) and shorter (P ↓), or warmer (T ↑) and longer (P ↑).
Bud dormancy

After growth cessation and bud set, buds enter a state of rest or dormancy during which they lack growth competence and are unable to develop toward budburst. In theory, dormancy release refers to changes in a dormant bud that leads to full growth competence, after which buds undergo morphological changes that ends in budburst. However, phases of dormancy are not easily observed as they do not occur in sequence but overlap and interact with each other (Vegis, 1964). One example of how winter dormancy is perceived, 1) pre-dormancy; the bud can develop but within a range of environmental conditions that become more narrow with time, 2) true dormancy; the bud is in deepest rest and irrespective of conditions cannot resume growth, and 3) post-dormancy; continues till maximum growth activity is attained and during which the bud can remain dormant, imposed by unfavourable conditions (Vegis, 1964) (Fig. 3). Other classifications with similar definitions are; dormancy induction (pre-dormancy), endodormancy or dormancy (true dormancy), and ecodormancy or quiescence (post-dormancy).

Buds are considered to break dormancy when exposed to “chilling” temperatures between -5 to 10°C for a period of time (e.g. Cannell & Smith, 1983), but due to lack of visible signs of dormancy release is physiological chilling requirement difficult to quantify (Linkosalo et al., 2008). For species with a low chilling requirement, such as birch and Norway spruce, true dormancy could be broken already in late autumn or early winter (Hannerz et al., 2003). The chilling requirement depend on local adaptation to prevent an early growth onset, minimising the risk for frost damage (Cannell & Smith, 1983), but is also influenced by temperature during dormancy induction, with higher temperatures deepening the bud dormancy and thus increase the chilling requirement (Heide, 2003, Søgaard et al., 2008).

Budburst

About one third of the carbon stored from the previous growing season is used during flushing (Larcher, 2003), which from budburst to leaves with full photosynthetic capacity can take up to 70 days for oak (Morecroft et al., 2003).

After break of true dormancy, warmer and longer days promote ontogenetic development towards budburst. In northern Europe, chilling requirement is assumed to commonly be met during autumn, and thus can higher winter and spring temperatures promote earlier leaf out (Menzel & Sparks, 2006, Myking & Heide, 1995). In contrast, in southern and coastal Europe where autumns and winters are commonly mild, warm winters can lead to inadequate dormancy release and delayed budburst (Cannell & Smith, 1986). However, there are indications that long days can compensate for insufficient chilling (e.g. Caffarra &
Donnelly, 2011, Heide, 1993b) and the period of most influence to timing of budburst extend one to three months prior to budburst when the tree experience “forcing” temperatures (Fu et al., 2012, Menzel, 2003). Budburst occur after a period with forcing temperatures, when the forcing requirement is met. Studies have shown that forcing requirement vary among species and among provenances (Hannerz et al., 2003). In general, southern Norway spruce provenances have higher forcing requirements than northern provenances, which is an adaptation to slower seasonal transitions and higher risk of spring frost in central and eastern Europe compared with northern Europe (Hannerz, 1994). Long photoperiods (Heide, 1993a) or long exposure to chilling temperatures (Cannell & Smith, 1983) can reduce the forcing requirement, or enhance the forcing rate (Caffarra et al., 2011), but there are indications that that photoperiod is only effective when buds are un-sufficiently chilling (Myking & Heide, 1995).

**Phenology model theory**

Phenology models have mainly been developed to capture processes of a few trees, often of a few species using short time-series. They vary in their complexity and plant physiological realism, but cannot be considered truly process-based (Richardson et al., 2013). Temperature is in the models calculated to temperature sums (or equivalent), with chilling temperatures below and forcing temperatures above a base temperature. Daily temperature sum is accumulated until a threshold or a requirement is exceeded. The following sections give an overview of how models represent trees response to temperature and photoperiod.

**Budburst models**

The theory of chilling is often based on the trees response around an optimum temperature (Fig. 4), thus too high or too low temperatures will in the model not contribute to the chilling accumulation. The state of chilling determines the models response to forcing temperatures, often described through a competence function (Fig. 5). The competence reflects if the possibility to accumulate chilling and forcing is considered separate in time or parallel, and ranges from 0 to 1. For models that consider chilling and forcing sequential, forcing will not accumulate until the chilling requirement is met. Parallel accumulation include e.g. the perception of deepening and decreasing rest during which the window for forcing accumulation becomes smaller and larger around a chilling threshold, respectively. Another model divides the chilling period into three phases; pre-rest, true rest and post-rest with no competence during true rest and with full competence during pre- and post-rest.
Figure 4. Example of chilling and forcing temperature response, with temperature thresholds; Tmin=-3.5°C, Topt=3.5°C and Tmax=10.5°C for chilling and Tb=5°C for forcing.

Figure 5. Example of some competence functions used in the models for ontogenetic development, and the perceived phases of dormancy (rest). Competence of 0 assumes no response to forcing temperatures and competence of 1 assumes full response to forcing temperatures. Each break-point in state of chilling indicates a chilling requirement.
Some models do only consider forcing, thus assumes that requirements in chilling and photoperiod is fully met. Forcing is often considered a linear or sigmoidal function of temperature (Fig. 3). Photoperiod can in the models be included as a starting day, or by modifying the temperature response, e.g. enhancing the forcing effect when days are longer. The forcing requirement is in most models fixed between years (e.g. the GDD model, Table 2), and is in a few models determined by climate conditions (e.g. Alternating model), with the amount of required forcing exponentially lowered for each additional chilling day.

**Leaf colouring models**

Comparatively fewer models have been developed for autumn phenology than for spring phenology. The structure of current leaf colouring models resemble that of the simpler budburst models, commonly considering a linear temperature response for temperatures under a base temperature, with the effect enhanced by either short or long days. No model includes a chilling requirement influenced by climate.
Aims and objectives

This thesis is part of a research project with the overall aim to estimate the impact of climate change on forest phenology, focusing on five tree species that are important in Swedish forest management; birch, beech, oak, Norway spruce and Scots pine.

The main aims and objectives of this thesis are to:

- Evaluate models ability to capture inter-annual and spatial variation in phenology (Paper I-IV).
- Discuss models representation of tree physiology processes (Paper IV).
- Assess and discuss uncertainties in phenological simulations in relation to;
  - Model structure (Paper I, III and IV)
  - Model calibration (Paper II and III)
  - Phenology data (Paper II)
  - Temperature data (Paper I and II)
Material and methods

Phenology data

The thesis focuses on five tree species most important in Swedish forestry and among the most important tree species in Europe; silver birch (*Betula pendula*), European beech (*Fagus sylvatica*), pedunculate oak (*Quercus robur*), Norway spruce (*Picea abies*) and Scots pine (*Pinus sylvestris*).

Definition and data sets

Observations of day of budburst and leaf colouring of individual trees were used in Sweden, Austria, Finland, Germany and the United Kingdom, and were provided by the members of the Pan European Phenology project (PEP725), the Swedish Phenological network (SWE-NPN), and by the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) (Table 1).

The bulk of data consist of manual observations made by volunteers, thus to varying degree subjective. In general, observers are encouraged to select a tree within five kilometres from their home or workplace to motivate and facilitate frequent visits (Koch et al., 2009). The tree should be within a forest stand that is not located in an area with known climatic extremes, and represent the phenology of the stand. Of the data sets used, PEP725 is most extensive, with many trees observed for more than 30 years. The strength of the data lies in the number of observation sites and the long time-series, which generate spatial coverage and the possibility to assess model accuracy over time, linking it to changes in the climate. Information on tree age, height and provenance was not included in the data set.

The phenological observations are in PEP725 classified according to the BBCH-scale that identifies developmental stages and sub-phases of plants (Meier, 2001). The BBCH-scale was used as a benchmark when the definitions in the SWE-NPN and SLU data sets differed. Day of budburst was for deciduous trees defined as leaf unfolding on the first visible leaf stalk (BBCH 11) and for conifer trees defined as first leaves separated (BBCH 10). Day of leaf colouring was defined as when 50% of the leaves have shifted to autumn colours (BBCH 94).
Table 1. Summary of the data used in Paper I-IV. Scots pine was only included in Paper I due to few observations available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Phenology data</th>
<th>Climate data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Oak, Birch, Beech</td>
<td>1873-1918</td>
<td>Budburst</td>
<td>SLU, PEP725, SWE-NPN</td>
<td>E-OBS 0.22° Station (SMHI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scots pine, Norway spruce</td>
<td>1966-2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Birch</td>
<td>1951-1978</td>
<td>Budburst</td>
<td>PEP725</td>
<td>E-OBS 0.44° Station (E-OBS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Austria, Finland, Germany, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Birch, Norway spruce</td>
<td>1951-2011</td>
<td>Budburst</td>
<td>PEP725</td>
<td>E-OBS 0.22°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Germany, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Oak, Birch</td>
<td>1951-2011</td>
<td>Leaf colouring</td>
<td>PEP725</td>
<td>E-OBS 0.22°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Climate data

The phenology models were driven by observed daily mean air temperature. Three different spatial resolutions of observed temperature were used; the European E-OBS dataset with temperature interpolated to 0.44° (~50x50 km) and 0.22° (~25x25 km) (Haylock et al., 2008), and temperature from meteorological stations underlying the interpolation of the E-OBS dataset (Klein Tank et al., 2002) (Table 1). In addition, local temperature was approximated by adjusting station and gridded temperature using elevation differences and temperature lapse rate.

The E-OBS dataset are from 1950 to present. For historical simulations in Sweden, historical temperature was reconstructed using the E-OBS dataset to assess spatial and temporal differences in relation to temperature of eleven meteorological stations of the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI).
Phenology models

The phenology models evaluated in this thesis ranges from being strictly empirical to intermediate empirical and mechanistic. The empirical models were based on linear regression with monthly temperature as the predictor. Table 2 give an overview of the models used. Some of the models are described in the Supporting information in Paper I, III and IV.

Model calibration and evaluation

Model calibration or parameterisation is the procedure to fit or tune a model to the phenological variation and climate conditions of interest, i.e. to location, time period and species. In general, more parameters increase the risk of over fitting the model and increase the models uncertainty by accumulating inherent uncertainty of the parameters (Dose & Menzel, 2004). Therefore should, according to Ockham’s razor, simpler models be favoured over more complex models, unless the more complex model has a significantly higher degree of explanation. One example of model selection method is the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) that weights the goodness of fit against the complexity of the model.

Models are traditionally evaluated by comparing simulated and observed phenology, e.g. by using coefficient of determination ($R^2$), root mean square error (RMSE) and model bias, with positive bias indicating that phenology was simulated too late in relation to observed phenology. Pearson’s correlation ($r$) was used to indicate trends, e.g. if bias was related to temperature, potentially indicating models that would provide less reliable predictions in a warmer climate.

It is essential to evaluate the models with external data, since the better fitted models can perform the worst when evaluated at sites not included in the calibration (Chuine et al., 1998). The models were in Paper II and III evaluated using the observations not included in the calibration, whereas all observations were included in both the calibration and evaluation in Paper IV. Different evaluation methods were used in Paper I since timing of budburst was not simulated. The models were instead evaluated based on the relative variation in model state, i.e. amount of accumulated temperature sum, at day of phenological event, which indicate what the forcing requirement should have been for a specific year and tree. The gradients in forcing requirement were related to latitude, temperature and thermal continentality.
Table 2. Overview of the models used in Paper I-IV, the different names used and suggested references. In Paper IV, 34 composed models were compared in addition to DM and GSI, but only the four models with references are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Paper I</th>
<th>Paper II</th>
<th>Paper III</th>
<th>Paper IV</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean $T_{Feb-Apr}$</td>
<td>Mean $T_{Feb-Apr}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kramer (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average day</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal time</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>GDD</td>
<td>GDD$_1$</td>
<td>GDD$_{LIN}$</td>
<td>Cannell &amp; Smith (1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GDD$_{DOY}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cannell &amp; Smith (1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GDD$_{CON}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GDD$_{FREST}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td></td>
<td>SEQ</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hänninen (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>M4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hänninen (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepening rest</td>
<td>M5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hänninen (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four phase</td>
<td>M6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hänninen (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>M7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hänninen (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternating</td>
<td>M8</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALT</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cannell &amp; Smith (1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniForc</td>
<td>M9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chuine (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniChill</td>
<td>M10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chuine (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unified</td>
<td>M11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chuine (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DORMPHOT</td>
<td>M12</td>
<td></td>
<td>DORMPHOT</td>
<td></td>
<td>Caffarra et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForeSar</td>
<td>M13</td>
<td></td>
<td>SIG</td>
<td>GDD$_{SIG}$</td>
<td>Chuine et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D-3C-4A</td>
<td>M14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hänninen (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blümel &amp; Chmielewski (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delpierre et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growing season index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GSI</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jolly et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CDD$_{LIN}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Richardson et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GDD$<em>{LIN}$CDD$</em>{LIN}$</td>
<td>Richardson et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results and discussion

Models are evaluated based on how well they meet user demands for accuracy, which depends on context and aim of the study. Phenology models that are incorporated in ecosystem models are commonly simple and general, focusing on capturing large-scale vegetation patterns of many different tree species (Smith et al., 2001, Wallman et al., 2005). It has been shown for a beech forest in eastern France, that the uncertainty in simulated daily and annual net ecosystem exchange (NEE) that was related to the temperature sum requirement, was about five times higher for leaf fall than for budburst (22.2 and 4.1%) (Dufrêne et al., 2005).

Phenology models have mainly been developed to capture processes of a few trees, often using short time-series. In this thesis, phenology models were evaluated based on their ability to capture inter-annual and large-scale spatial variation in budburst and leaf colouring. The simulations were assessed in relation to model structure, i.e. the models representation of trees response to temperature and photoperiod, and the calibration –, phenology – and temperature data used.

The models structure influence the models sensitivity to calibration data and climate conditions

Temperature is the main driver of all phenology models tested in this thesis. Models ability to capture the temperature effect was found to mainly be influenced by model structure (Paper I, III, IV), which is in accordance with previous studies (Migliavacca et al., 2012). The relation between phenology and environmental cues varying among scales (Pau et al., 2011), and the models ability to estimate the temperature effect vary between inter-annual variations at individual sites and spatial variations (Paper II, III). Overall, most budburst models overestimated the temperature effect (Paper III). In colder regions where budburst usually occurs later, budburst was simulated to occur too late, and in warmer regions where budburst occurs earlier, budburst was simulated to occur too early. Most leaf colouring models underestimated the temperature effect, however, average day of leaf colouring provided a better estimate than the simulations (Paper IV). The
structure of the more accurate leaf colouring models were reduced to counting number of days from summer solstice.

It is appealing to assume that more complex models are more physiologically realistic and thus more accurate than simpler models. Simpler models are however often more general and therefore more able to estimate the relationship between temperature and phenology at a larger scale. In Paper I and III, it was shown that more complex budburst models often are less accurate, which is in line with previous studies on local phenology (Chuine et al., 1998, Fu et al., 2012, Häkkinen et al., 1998, Hannerz, 1999, Hunter & Lechowicz, 1992, Richardson & O’Keefe, 2009). In general, budburst models that were more sensitive to temperature conditions included features like; i) upper and lower chilling temperature thresholds, thus no response to temperatures higher or lower than the thresholds, ii) one or more fixed chilling requirements, especially in combination with sequential phases that imply no response to forcing temperatures unless dormancy is fully broken, and iii) response to forcing temperatures before dormancy induction and release (Paper I).

The more accurate budburst and leaf colouring models assumed a linear response to temperatures above and below a base temperature, respectively, instead of a sigmoidal response. For leaf colouring, the temperature response was enhanced by shorter days, and for budburst was the temperature response enhanced by longer days for one of the better models (Paper III, IV).

With more complex models in general having more parameters, the results are influenced by the accumulated uncertainty of each parameter. The more accurate budburst models include the effect of forcing temperatures, thereby assuming full dormancy release without considering chilling temperatures. If chilling requirements are met already in late autumn or early winter (Hannerz et al., 2003), it implies that additional chilling only has little effect and that the importance of a chilling component in is reduced for simulations in current climate. This makes the models representation of winter dormancy more difficult to evaluate.

**Fixed and dynamic requirements**

The models tested in the thesis vary in complexity, but have mainly been developed to capture the processes of individual trees, and are less able to capture phenological differences among trees (Chuine, 2000, Chuine et al., 1998, Hanes & Schwartz, 2011). Studies imply that chilling and forcing requirement for budburst vary among provenances, in general lower forcing requirements for more northern provenances (Hannerz, 1994, Hannerz et al., 2003). Chilling requirements are difficult to quantify since the attainment lack visible signs, relative to forcing requirement which is observed through bud development. Provenance trails that estimate provenance-specific forcing requirements often overlook the interaction
of photoperiod, chilling and forcing, by only calculating temperature sums till budburst. Therefore, the estimated forcing requirement also includes the transfer effect in relation to provenance-specific requirements in chilling and photoperiod.

Most budburst models and all leaf colouring models include a temporally and spatially fixed forcing requirement, and thus rely on the model structure to capture the environmental response in a way that enables using a fixed requirement. When calibrated at different sites the modelled requirement represent a provenance-specific requirement. Models with a dynamic forcing requirement assumes no provenance-specific requirement since the modelled forcing requirement is determined by number of chilling days, and local adaptation is only inferred in the negative exponential function that describes the relation.

Extracting accumulated temperature sum at day of budburst of leaf colouring showed that the modelled requirement varied spatially and in time when other variables are kept constant (Fig. 6, Paper I, IV), which is in accordance with previous studies (Fisher et al., 2007, Gunderson et al., 2012). This is in support for requirements that are influenced by prior conditions, such as in the Alternating model. However, in Paper I it was shown that only 53% or less of the variation in forcing requirement was explained by number of chilling days.

Figure 6. Modelled site-specific temperature sum requirement for two leaf colouring models; CCDL_{LIN,DL} (upper row) and DM1 (lower row). The models were among the better performing models, with DM1 basically counting number of days till day of leaf colouring. Figure adapted from Paper IV.
The calibration data influence model accuracy

It is desirable that parameter values are physiological meaningful, such as the starting day for temperature sum accumulation potentially indicating a photoperiod requirement. However, this is not always the case. For example, no photoperiod requirement was implied for leaf colouring since any day within a period of weeks would have generated similar results (Paper IV).

Parameters are interdependent, as shown for the growing degree-day model that includes a starting day, base temperature and forcing requirement (Paper III, Fig. 7). If using an earlier starting day and lower base temperature, more days will influence the forcing accumulation and result in greater variation in simulated day of budburst, than if using a later starting day and a higher base temperature. For simulations in a warmer climate with models that do not consider chilling, the starting day defines the limit for advancement. Using an early starting day could result in unrealistic predictions when it is too dark for trees to flush.

\[\text{Figure 7.} \text{ Variation in forcing in relation to starting date (January 1 or March 1) and base temperature (0 or 5°C) using the growing degree-day model (GDD). Upper row shows the mean day when accumulated forcing of 200 is reached between 1950 and 2012, with lower row showing the standard deviation. Figure adapted from Paper III.}\]

Since all models contain empirical components that need to be calibrated, the performance depends to varying degree on the calibration data (Paper II, III). Through the calibration, the models are tuned to the average phenological response of the calibration data. With the bulk of data used from Germany, the accuracy of the simulations in Austria, Finland and the United Kingdom was influenced by the relative difference to the conditions in Germany (Paper III, IV). For example, budburst was simulated to occur too early in the United Kingdom and too late in Finland. This was partly explained by an overestimation of the
temperature effect and partly by higher and lower temperatures, respectively, in relation to temperatures Germany. The calibrated forcing requirement would therefore be met earlier in the United Kingdom and later in Finland, unless the forcing accumulation was restrained by chilling or photoperiod. Models tested in Paper III were with few exceptions on average across the whole study region simulating later than observed budburst with higher spring temperatures (Fig. 8).

Using many trees enables a better representation of the regional average and thus better regional model accuracy, and overall were the more complex models more sensitive to differences in calibration data (Fig. 8 (right panel), Paper III). With The regional accuracy of model simulations based on a single site varied depending on the calibration site (Paper II, III). At the calibration site Bad Lippspringe in Germany, two models were fitted better than at Saarbrucken/Ensh, but the calibration that was generated at Bad Lippspringe did not extrapolate well to Saarbrucken/Ensh (Paper II). When using both sites in the calibration it was apparent that Bad Lippspringe influenced the calibration the most.

Figure 8. Average regional model bias for birch using two budburst models, BC and the more complex Sequential, and four different calibration schemes; GER1 (one site in Germany), GER (multiple sites in Germany), EUR (10 sites each in Austria, Finland, Germany and the United Kingdom) and COLD (all site-years classified as cold). Bias in relation to year (left) and to mean temperature February-April for each year Negative bias indicate that budburst on average was simulated to occur before observed budburst. Figure adapted from Paper III.

**Temperature and phenology data**

An advantage of using gridded temperature data as in this thesis is that time-series of phenological observations that are not close to a meteorological station can be included in model development. In Paper II, different spatial resolutions of temperature data sets were used; observed temperature from a nearby meteorological station, gridded temperature, and observed and gridded temperature adjusted to the location of the tree. The results indicated that the spatial resolution of temperature influence model accuracy at individual sites, but the result varied greatly among sites. Overall was 44° grid-cell temperature too different from the local temperature, and adjusting the temperature was at some
sites insufficient to improve the simulations. Using 0.22° gridded temperature generated comparable results as when using station temperature, which indicate that relatively reliable comprehensive simulations can be achieved. When evaluating the regional model performance, the use of phenology grid-cell averages may provide more representative estimates than the use of individual observations when using gridded temperature.

The phenology data used to calibrate and evaluate the models are associated with uncertainty related to e.g. observer subjectivity and unknown provenance. When provenance is not known, spatial variation in phenology is assumed to be the effect of local variations in temperature conditions (Chen, 2013). However, if the genetic variation is not correlated with climate, it will make models even more difficult to calibrate (Richardson et al., 2006). It is estimated that the genetic variation in birch, Norway spruce and Scots pine is greater within than among populations (Mátyás et al., 2004, Vakkari, 2009). This implies that model accuracy can vary between trees that are located close to each other and assumed to be under the influence of the same climate, as was shown in Paper II.

In the 1960s, a network of International Phenological Gardens (IPGs) was established in Europe with clones of various species, thereby removing the genetic variation (Chuine et al., 2000, Sparks & Menzel, 2002). However, without knowing the requirements of locally adapted trees, quantifying the effect of provenance transfer and plasticity remains difficult, especially as the response also vary among clones (Box 1).

**Provenance transfers**

Provenance transfers since the 1850’s has created artificial forests of Norway spruce in Scandinavia and Central Europe (Skrøppa, 2003). Provenance and cultivation research to find desirable traits is comprehensive for commercially important species, and some provenances have been identified as having superior growth characteristics, such as better stem form, or herbivore resistance.

The majority of Norway spruce provenances used in southern Scandinavia are mostly from Central and East Central Europe (Langlet, 1960), and in Germany and the United Kingdom from Poland and Rumania (Liesebach et al., 2010). Planting of trees within and outside species natural range influence the spatial variation in adaptive traits like phenology. In general is the spatial variation for Norway spruce and Scots less distinct in Central than in Northern Europe due to the long history of planting (Mátyás et al., 2004, Skrøppa, 2003). Provenance transfers are however not without risk. For example, birch provenances are not recommended to be transferred more than 150 km north or south from its origin in Finland, due to the increased risk of damage by late spring and early autumn frost. In Central Europe where the adaptation along bioclimatic gradients is less strong, provenances can be transferred longer distances (Vakkari, 2009).
The Forestry Research Institute of Sweden (Skogforsk) engages in research on e.g. tree breeding and forest management. In 2010, Skogforsk initiated an experiment at Ekebo on Norway spruce, exposing ten clones of different provenances to four different treatments with elevated temperatures. Shoot development of lateral buds were recorded in spring 2011, with budburst defined as the day when bud scales had separated and green needles were visible (Johan Westin, personal communication).

In the experiment, between four to seven copies of each clone with seed origins from selected trees growing in Sweden, but with parental origin in Romania (provenance; Brosteni, Ilva Mica or Moldovita), Poland (Istebna) or Sweden (Trolleholm or Tunbyholm), were used. The plants were treated with temperatures regulated to ca. 5 or 15°C; continuously (w. 39-13, C), in autumn (w. 39-42, A), in winter (w. 51-2, W) and in spring (w. 10-13, S). Before treatments, plants were transferred to the greenhouse for a short transitions period to reduce stress. When not in the greenhouse, the plants were kept outdoors with the control (w. 35-13, Control). Light conditions were not regulated.

With permission from Skogforsk, I analysed treatment effects and differences among clones using an univariate ANOVA on all plants (significance at p<0.05). Clones responded significantly different to treatments, and treatments had a significant impact on timing of budburst, with a significant interaction between clones and treatments. Budburst occurred significantly earlier with elevated spring temperatures; ca. 15-20 days earlier than with continuous treatment, and ca. 35 days earlier than with the other autumn and winter treatments (Fig. B1a). The results imply that plants are more responsive to spring temperatures, with a higher effect if winters are sufficiently cold. Delayed or less advanced budburst could indicate a late break of winter rest due to high winter temperatures relative to the chilling requirement that might vary among clones (e.g. 15 W in Fig. B1b).

**Figure B1.** Boxplot of the response to elevated temperature by ten Norway spruce clones with four to seven plants per clone and trial (5°C or 15°C during autumn (A), winter (W), spring (S) or continuous (C)). Right figure show the average temperature response (and range) of 15°C treatment for two clones that share genetic line two generations back.
Models simplify physiological processes

Phenology models have often been developed based on knowledge attained from experimental studies, mainly carried out on juvenile trees that may have a stronger temperature response than mature trees (Partanen et al., 2005, Vitasse, 2013). It was recently shown that using cuttings harvested after dormancy instead of juvenile trees makes a better proxy of mature trees phenological response to temperature (Vitasse & Basler, 2013). Experimental studies rarely capture the natural variation in temperature, and therefore do budburst models rarely include the impact of late spring frost that may reset ontogenetic development (Chuine et al., 1999, Linkosalo et al., 2006). Conclusions of experimental studies are influenced by the study design. It is difficult to infer what potentially delay or advance phenology when experimental results are based on e.g. fixed temperature treatments, with the definition of “warmer” and “colder” temperatures not related to a physiological temperature optimum. There are indications that the phenological response to temperature is fourfold underestimated compared to the response observed in nature (Wolkovich et al., 2012).

Phenology models represent simplifications of our understanding of physiological processes. Data availability can limit the possibility to include other environmental factors than daily temperature and photoperiod, especially for climate scenarios and large-scale spatial simulations. The influence of e.g. water and nutrient availability is acknowledged but even less understood (Hudson, 2010).

Temperature and photoperiod

High light intensity has been shown to advance budburst in beech and birch (Caffarra & Donnelly, 2011). The bud can especially during spring experience a considerably higher temperature than the ambient air temperature due to intense solar radiation (e.g. Sarvas, 1972, in Hannerz, 1994).

There are indications that trees are more responsive to day or night temperatures. Experimental studies on poplar indicate that warmer nights accelerate growth cessation and dormancy development, whereas warmer days have the opposite effect (Kalcsits et al., 2009). Fluctuating temperatures have been demonstrated to promote dormancy release and ontogenetic development more than constant temperatures, suggesting that biochemical processes with different temperature optimum are involved (Partanen et al., 1998). However, the efficiency of fluctuating temperatures on promoting budburst may be influenced by chilling temperature, with no effect when chilling requirements are met (Myking, 1997).

It has been implied that changes in photoperiod are more influential than actual day length, with shortening photoperiod delaying budburst in Norway spruce for
several weeks when combined with fluctuating temperatures (Partanen *et al.*, 1998). Thus, shortening of photoperiod before winter solstice could prevent premature ontogenetic development when autumns are warm.

**Water and nutrient availability**

Norway spruce becomes photosynthetic activity when the soil thaws and water becomes available (Bergh *et al.*, 1998). During winter, tissues becomes dehydrated and water availability influence the bud swelling which can take one to three weeks, implying that low water availability could delay budburst (Laube *et al.*, 2014). Higher air humidity was shown to advance budburst in e.g. birch, oak and Norway spruce (Laube *et al.*, 2014). An increased amount of nutrients involved in changes in turgor pressure and cell extension can also advance budburst, such as potassium and calcium (but not nitrogen and phosphorus) (Jochner *et al.*, 2013).

High nitrogen content in the leaves can delay leaf senescence and the development of frost hardiness (Keskitalo *et al.*, 2005), while drought can induce leaf senescence (Lim *et al.*, 2007). In general, precipitation indices are not strong influential factors (Cufar *et al.*, 2012), with a few sites indicating earlier leaf colouring with dryer autumn months the year before (Estrella & Menzel, 2006). Drought is a complex phenomenon, influenced by soil type, slope and the combined effect of precipitation and temperature, making drought difficult to estimate from precipitation alone.

**Models potential to predict future changes in phenology**

The overall results indicate that the models do not capture the phenology across large regions, which emphasise the uncertainty in phenological processes, especially for leaf colouring. It is important that models capture extreme years that in the future could become the norm or at least become more common. Since the budburst models tend to overestimate, and the leaf colouring models underestimate the temperature effect (in addition to not being able to simulate leaf colouring more accurately then average day), it is unlikely that the models would make reliable predictions. As shown in this thesis, model structure influence the models sensitivity to temperature, and some models are more likely than others to make more reliable projections.

Temperature sensitivity of budburst models was evaluated in Paper I by adding -6 to 9°C, with steps of 3°C, to a historical temperature time-series from Lund (1875-1876). Taking into account the around 0.7°C temperature increase since 1875 to the reference period of 1986-2005, and that surface air temperature over land in
general is higher than the global mean with the RCP scenarios; the manipulated
time-series correspond roughly to climate scenario RCP4.5 (+3°C) and RCP4.5
(+6°C) with -6, -3 and +9°C representing extreme years. Most budburst models
simulated budburst earlier with temperatures +3 and +6°C, and later with -3°C
(Fig. 9). With extreme temperatures (+9 or -6°C), winter temperatures were either
too high or too low to meet the chilling requirements. In contrast, two models that
incorporate forcing temperatures during autumn, simulated budburst already in
November and December with the two warmest temperature time-series. For these
models, using a later starting day for forcing accumulation during autumn
prevented the forcing accumulation to be too early and too much, thus preventing
budburst to be simulated too early. This highlights the difficulties of spatial
modelling using fixed requirements that do not vary with bioclimatic- or
provenance-specific gradients.

Figure 9. Temperature sensitivity of four budburst models, with a temperature time-series from
Lund 1875-1876 modified by adding -6, -3, 0, 3, 6 and 9°C. Asterix indicate simulated day of
budburst. Thermal time, Sequential and Deepening rest has a fixed forcing requirement while the
Alternating model has a forcing requirement related to number of chilling days. Figure adapted from
Paper I.

Substantial winter warming could lead to chilling deficit in regions where winters
are commonly mild and for species with high chilling requirements (Vitasse &
Basler, 2013). Delayed dormancy release can delay budburst, unless the chilling
deficit is compensated by increased forcing or long days. While budburst models
that include the effect of chilling temperatures potentially could capture a delay in
dormancy release, they are in general not as accurate as simple forcing models in
current climate (Paper I, III). Forcing models cannot account for delayed budburst
due to insufficient chilling. Leaf colouring models have similar limitations; they
cannot capture a prolongation in the growing season due to warm autumn days if
considering temperatures above the base temperature since the temperature sum
requirement would be reached faster with higher temperatures. If the model considers temperature below the base temperature, which is commonly the case, leaf colouring can be simulated to occur at the latest when temperatures equals the base temperature, since higher temperatures do not contribute to the temperature sum accumulation.

The model bias of most budburst and leaf colouring models was significantly negatively related to priori average temperatures, indicating a more negative bias at warmer sites and for warmer years (Paper III, IV). This indicates that the budburst models simulated a stronger advancement than what was observed with higher temperatures in February-April (overestimated temperature effect), and that the leaf colouring models simulated a less prolongation of the growing season than observed with higher temperatures in April-August (underestimated temperature effect). Overall, models that in current climate are considered more reliable have an underlying theory that is not fully supported, while more complex models that can be considered more physiological realistic are not general enough to capture phenology in different climate conditions.
Conclusions

In this thesis, phenology models were assessed based on how well they capture inter-annual and spatial variation in phenology. None of the models developed and tested were able to simulate the phenology across large regions accurately enough to be considered reliable for use in climate change assessments. With temperature as the main driver, the overall low accuracy indicates that the temperature response is not well represented in the models, which emphasise the lack of mechanistic understanding of phenological processes.

The modelled response to inter-annual variations in temperature at individual sites did not support using a fixed requirement, and the models did not consider provenance-specific requirements. In the calibration, the models were tuned to the average phenological response. Model structure influenced the models sensitivity to the calibration data and to climate conditions, in general more so for the more complex models. Uncertainties in model structure were therefore concluded to be of more importance than uncertainties in phenology and climate data.

Most budburst models overestimated the temperature effect. They simulated budburst too late in colder regions where budburst in general occur later, and too early in warmer regions where budburst occur earlier. The more accurate budburst models assumed full dormancy release without considering winter conditions. They assumed a linear response to forcing temperatures, some with the response enhanced by longer days and some with the forcing requirement lowered for each additional chilling day. On contrary, most leaf colouring models underestimated the temperature effect, which is in line with that average day of leaf colouring provided a better estimate than the simulations. This emphasise the greater uncertainty associated with autumn phenology than with spring phenology. The more accurate leaf colouring models assumed a linear response to temperature, starting at summer solstice and with shorter days having a small enhancing effect.

The models differed in accuracy among species, but overall were the same models better for most species. This supports the usage of only one phenology model with parameter values specific to species or plant functional types in ecosystem models.
Outlook

The results highlight the difficult task to develop and select a phenology model that makes reliable predictions across large regions and that can be used in climate change impact assessments. Further research is needed on trees response to environmental cues, especially on the interaction between temperature and photoperiod throughout the year, and how the response varies among trees within and among populations. To overcome some of the uncertainties in the phenology data, trees with known provenance could be used. More stages than just day of budburst or leaf colouring could be considered to assure that the models capture the phenological processes of flushing and leaf senescence. This would better link phenology to e.g. trees photosynthetic activity, and could bring ground observed phenology closer to remotely sensed phenology; two aspects of phenology to be used when developing models.
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